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.Univ..ersity of Missouri at Rolla 
~ Volume 63, Number 11 Thursday, November 4, 1976 )J 
Excellent Job Market Outlook 
The job market looks good for 
the 1977 college graduate in 
technological fields, but it looks 
even better for those with 
"Ms." in front of their names. 
So says Larry Nuss, director 
of career development and 
placement at the University of 
Missouri-Rolla, which 
specializes in engineering and 
science educa tion. He reports 
that the number of companies 
recruiting on campus this fall is 
up substantially over last year. 
And 80 per cent specify special 
interest in women and 
minorities graduates. 
"This continues a national 
trend evident in last year's 
hiring," Nuss says . "In 1976, the 
a verage starting salaries in 
engineering were higher for 
women than men. Women's 
salary offers were also higher in 
accounting, chemistry and 
computer science, but lower in 
other sciences, business and 
humanities and social scien-
ces." 
Besides recel vmg higher 
salaries, the · women also 
receive more offers. 
Nationally, at the bachelor's 
level , the number of jobs of-
fered to women rose 59 per cent 
over the previous year , while 
the men's volume was up only 4 
per cent. 
Actually, 1976 was a pretty 
good year for both men and 
women graduates of UMR. 
According to Nuss, starting 
salary averages for engineering 
and science graduates in May, 
1976, were 9.3 per cent above 
starting salaries for the May, 
1975, graduating class . M.S. and 
Ph.D. graduates received 
similar increases. 
Salaries of UMR B.S. 
engineering graduates were 
above the national averages in 
all fields. Rolla graduates 
averaged $1214 monthly 
compared with $1191 nationally. 
The highest salaries, both at 
UMR and nationally, went to 
petroleum engineers. Highest 
average monthly salaries paid 
1976 graduates at UMR were: 
petroleum engineers, ' $1,411; 
mining engineers, $1,342, and 
chemical engineers, $1,297. 
Averages for all engirieering 
and science fields were more 
than $1,000 monthly. 
Nationally, engineering 
continu-ed to dominate the job 
market, accounting for 50 per 
cent of all job offers and for the 
highest salaries. Other 
technical fields followed, with 
humanities and social sciences 
at the lowest leveL 
Last year also showed an 
increase in hiring of M.s. and 
Ph.D. graduates, a trend that 
continues in this fall's 
recruiting. "For the first time 
in many years, major em-
ployers have scheduled 
separate campus visits to in-
terview only Ph .D. can-
didates," Nuss reports. "Others 




Because of the way in which the vaccine is packaged, the 
University of Missouri-Rolla will be unable to administer swine 
flu immunization shots to students, faculty and staff as had been 
planned. 
Available vaccine is packaged in such a way that it may be 
administered only by a pressurized hypodennic gun. This 
equipment is not available at UMR. 
"Our student health staff has exhausted every possible means in 
efforts to obtain the necessary equipment," says Pal Ponder, 
dean of student afairs. "The original plan was to administer the 
vaccine by use of individual, throw-away hypodermic needles. 
"We regret our inability to provide this service for members of 
the academic community," Dean Ponder continued. "We 
strongly urge everyone to take advantage of the immunization 
program sponsored by the Phelps County Health Department 
which will be available Nov. 5-6." 
Students, faculty and staff members may obtain Swine flu 
immunization through the local program. Shots will be given ta 
the St. Pat's Church Multi-Purpose Building (just north of the 
campus) Friday, Nov. 5, from5p.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturday, Nov. 
6, afrom 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
schedules in conjunction with 
their fall recruiting visits." 
Enrollment of both men and 
women students in engineering 
has risen this fall at UMR. Nuss pecially for women in 
expects the job market to be engineering and science, he 
even better when those now in says, "Things never looked so 
school graduate. And, ex- good." 
University Day at UMR 
Have you ever seen how a 
laser works .... or a big, complex 
computer system .... the inside of 
a nuclear reactor .... a lunar 
sample .. .. how high-power 
voltage works ... . or red-hot 
metal in liquid form being cast 
into objects? See a demon-
stration of wind power devices. 
If it happens to be the right 
time, you can see an earthquake 
that's happening somewhere in 
the world being recorded by 
seismic instruments. You can 
also see how a computer is used 
to find caves here in Missouri. 
These are just a few of the 
exhibits and demonstrations 
high school and junior college 
students can see or participate 
in Saturday, Nov. 6, on the 
campus of the University of 
Missouri-Rolla . 
University Day at UMR is an 
open house where students, their 
parents , counselors and 
teachers are invited to come 
and take a look at the campus. 
UMR students will conduct 
tours of classrooms , 
laboratories and research 
facilities. UMR faculty , staff 
and students will answer 
questions about enrollment, 
housing, student organizations 
and what courses are necessary 
for the different degree 
programs. 
Registration is from 8 a.m. to 
noon in the University Center . 
Faculty, staff and students will 
be at the center from 8 a.m. to 1 
p.m. to answer general 
questions. Guided campus tour 
groups will leave from there 
periodically between 8 a.m. and 
1 p.m. Every department on 
campus will hold openhouse 
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Faculty 
and students within each 
department' will answer the 
more detailed questions about 
individual disciplines. 
Demonstrations and displays 
will be _ found within the 
departments . Luncheon will be 
available at the Universty 
Center from 11 :30 a .m. to 1 p.m. 
In addition to research 
facilities , classrooms and 
laboratories will be open in the 
departments of chemistry, 
computer science, geology and 
geophysics , humanities , 
mathematics, physics, social 
sciences, ceramic engineering, 
metallurgical and nuclear 
engineering, mining, petroluem 
and geological engineering, 
chemical engineering, civil 
engineering, electrical 
engineering, mechanical and 
aerospace engineering., 
engineering management and 
engineering mechanics, 
Here and there on campus 
you may see performers in old 
English costumes playing 
medieval instruments. There 
are all kinds of engines-
combustion, electric, Wankel 
and turbo-eharged-and some 
have been cut away so that you 
can see how they work. There is 
one engine that runs both for-
ward and backward. You can 
listen to Russian, Spanish, 
.French and German tapes in 
the language laboratory. You 
can see how wood chips can be 
mixed with coal for use in a 
steam boiler. One display shows 
a new experiment with surface 
electrJ}-magnetic waves on 
water that can detect low flying 
aircraft and missles, oil slicks 
and icebergs-things that don't 
show up on radar. 
There are lots of things to see 
and learn at UMR's Universtiy 
Day . 
.. Actually the second 
picture is of one of the 
many exciting ac-





the "Wet T-Shirt 
Contest!" As far as 
election news see the 
results on page three 
and compare to the 
. .. And Inside UMR student poll 
election resu Its on 
Outside the page five . 
Polling Booth ... 
" 
Sullboard 
Notices to appear in Bullboard should be typed and 
deposited in the North door of the Miner office in Bldg . 
T·1 by 10 :00 p.m . Sunday . This will assure publication 
In the next edition of the Miner . 
THEATRE GUILD 
The UMR Theatre Guild is presenting Arsenic and 
Old Lace by Joseph Kesselring on Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday, November 12, 13 and 14 at 8:00 p.m. in 
the St. Pat's Ballroom of the University Center. Ad-
mission will be charged. 
ORDER OF ENGINEER 
Applications for the Order of the Engineer 
ceremony to be held November 16 and 17 are available 
for graduating seniors at the office of the Dean of 
Engineering, Room 101 Eng ineering Research 
Building. 
ASCE 
. . The American Society of Civil Engineers will meet 
Thursday November 4, at 7 p.m. in room 114 of the 
Civil Engineering building. George Schlesinger will 
speak on "Experiment during the design and start up 
of an industrial waste water treatment; pant. 
TAU BETA PI INITIATION 
. . The Tau Beta Pi initiation will be held at 3:00 p.m. 
on Saturday, Nov. 13 in the M.E . auditorium. Can-
didates should be there by 2: 15 with their plaques and 
theba lance of their initiation fee. If UMble to attend, 
please contact one of the officers as soon as possible. 
Why not study 
and travel in 
EXICO? 
Northeast Missouri Stale University 
Trave l Workshop 
13 Da ys of Study and Travel 
Dec . 28. 1976 . Jan . 9. 1977 
Earn 3 Se mester hours of full y accredited 
.. r..Rtdergraduate or Graduate credlC . 
6 n ights in Mexico City. See Mexico's ancient Indian civ iilz3t1on 
Vis it Monterrey. Sa n Miguel De Allende, Quereta ro, San Loui s 
pO(Qse, Cucrna vac3, Taxeo. and Dolo re s Hildago . 
Co>! S32~ 
Deadline for application Dec. 1. 1976 
For more: mformanon write 
Walter H. Ryle. IV 
Director Larin American Studi(:'~ 
Non heast M,SSOUri Statt' Un iversity 
Kirksville, MiSSOUri 63')01 
Or call co llect: 
(816) 665-5121, Ext.3352 
MISSOURI MINER 
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TAU BETA PI BANQUET 
.. The Tau Beta Pi intiation banquet will be held at 
7:00 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 13 in Centennial Hall. The 
speaker will be Dr. Murphy from the psychology 
department and tickets may be obtained from any 
pledge. 
WOEEE 
. . The next meeting of the UMR amateur radio club, 
WOEEE, will be held Tuesday, November 9, at 7:00 
P.M. in room 101 EE. Plans for new club equipment 
will be finalized . All club members are encouraged to 
attend this very important meeting. 
AICHE 
.. On Wednesday, November 10 there will bea meeting 
of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers. 
Speaker will be Dr . Paul W. Springer, of the Diamond 
Shamrock Corporation-Chemical Division. Dr. 
Springer will speak on chlorinated parrafins. 
Following the meetinG, memberships will be sold and 
refreshments served. 
INDEPENDENT'S WEEKEND 
.. The Independent's Weekend Committee is holding a 
design and slogan contest for I.W. 1'". The best 
design·will receive $15 and the best slogan $10. Entries 
must be turned in tei the G.D.1. office, 201 old Student 
Union, by Friday, Nov. 19. 
OUTHOUSE BURNING 
. . G.D.1. will be holding a general m"embership 
meeting and outhouse burning on Thursday Nov. 4. 
The meeting is in the St. Pats ballroom of the Old 
Student union at 7:00 p.m., after which the outhouse 
will be burned on the intramural fields. Refreshments 
will be served. . 
. UMR FASHION SHOW 
. . To help bring in the cold .winter season, the UMR 
SUB is sponsoring a winter apparrel fashion show. 
Students, both male and female, from the UMR 
campus will be modeling a variety of. sportswear and 
dress clothes from several of the Rolla Stores. The 
fashion show will be held in the St. Pat's Ballroom in 
the old student union on Sunday Nov. 21 from 2:00-3:00 
p.m. There will be live entertainment and admission is 
free. 
GSAMTG 
.. There will be a Graduate Students Associations 
meeting Monday, Nov. 15 at 7 p.m. in Room 114 Civil 
Engi neering. Very fine high quality refreshments will 
be served, throughout the meeting. The Constit ution 
may be s uspended please plan to attend . There wi ll 
also be a meeting Dec. 6 at a place to be announced 
later. We have a fine time and many dollars to 
squander p lease help us utilize our resources and let 
us tickle your pa late . 
FILM COURSE • 
.. Next semester's film course-series will meet on 
Thursday nights from 7:30 to 10 :30. The films will be 
as follows: Fellini's Amacord, Buster Keaton's The 
Genera I, Antonioni's The Passenger with Jack 
Nicholson, a feature length cartoon The Fantastic 
Planet, Truffaut's Story of Adele H, Altman's Nash-
ville, Bergman's Cries and Whisper's, a Russian 
movie The Cranes Are Flying, Marlon Brando's One 
Eyed Jack's, Ophul's The Sorrow and The Pity. The 
fee wi ll be ten dollars. Program director is James 




Approximately 30 musicians 
irom the University of Iowa will 
present a concert at the 
University of Missouri-Roila 
Saturday, Nov. 6, 8 p.m ., in 
Centennial Hail of the 
University Center . 
The Iowa Collegium Musicum 
is a group that specializes in 
medieval music . They will 
perform " Le Roman de 
Fauvel," a narrative poem 
written in 1310. 
Authentically costumed 
actors and musicians are 
combined in the performance 
and authentic instruments of 
the period are us!!d. These in-
clude a cornetto, kortholt, 
shaem, iiedel, rebee, vielle, 
pasaltery, gi ttern, etc . 
The main points of the story 
are outlined by selections read 
in translation from the poem . 
Actors mime the events 
described in the readings and 
also recreate in tableau some of 
the miniatures which illustrate 
the manuscript. Instrumen-
talists and singers of the 
Collegium perform music from 
. the manuscript which -em-
bellishes and comments upon 
the various sections of the 
poem. 
The concert is open to the 
public and there is a charge of 
$2 per person to help defray 
expenses of the group. Tickets 
are av.ailable at all three banks 
in Rolla, at Scott's Book alld 
Music Store and from the 
hum!lnities department on 
campus. 
"In addifion to the Saturday 
concert, " Joe Kramme con-
cludes , "several individuals 
and ensembles from the group 
will present seminars and 
demonstrations on campus 
Friday and Saturday, and will 
perform "mini-concerts" for a 
number of groups during their 
lwooday stay on campus. This is 




All Missouri high school 
students who have earned 
commended scholar or semi-
finalist status in the annual 
National Merit Scholar com-
petition have been invited to 
spend Friday, Nov. 5, on the-
campus of the University of 
Missouri-Rolla. 
The special day-long program 
begins with registration at the 
Mechanical Engineeri ng 
Auditorium from 8 to 10:30 a.m. 
Following registration, the 
students may sit in on any class 
or classes in progress at the 
time . 
Parents and counselors who 
accompany the students are 
invited to an informal coffee 
and have the opportunity to take 
short conducted walking tours 
of the campus. Members of the 
faculty and administrative staff 
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* * * * * * * * *. * * * *. *~'. *- * ' 
ELECTION RESULTS 
Below are the national and Missouri election results as of noon yesterday. (Compare these to the UMR student poll in Features section, page 5.) 
President 
Republican 
Ford 241 elec. 
48 per cent 
Bond 49.5 per cent 
Phelps 50.2 per cent 





Carter 297 elec. 
51 per cent 
Teasdale 50.5 per cent 
Rabbit 49.8 per cent 
Hearns 42.8 per cent 
~ other 'sta~ elections, James Kirkpatrick, and Spamhower Will repeat their terms of office. 
James 
Amendment 1, the proposition to appropriate a Ys of one per 
cent sales taxforwildlifeconservation, was passed ; but Proposition 1, which does not allow electric utilities to increase rates to pay for interest rates incurred on future power plants under con-
struction but not yet in use, was defeated by a wide margin. Many felt that this would delay construction of needed power plants in Missouri, so this defeat came as a heavy blow. 
'~rsenic and Old Lace" 
A resounding "Charge!", and 
the invitation to try "a little 
invitation to try "a little 
elderberry wine" heralds 
another performance of the 
comedy classic, "Arsenic and 
Old Lace" by Joseph 
Kesselring. 
This particular production is 
presented by members of the 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
Th.eater Guild, . Thursday, 
Friday and Satuday, Nov. 11, 12 
and 13, in St. Pat's Ballroom 
IUniversity Center·West. Cur: 
tain time is 8 p.m. 
. In the play, Mortimer 
Brewster realizes that his entire 
family is, to say the least, ec· 
centric. His efforts to deal with 
his two little old aunts, Abby and 
Martha, who feel so sorry for 
lonely, elderly men; his uncle 
Teddy, whose main pleasure is 
leading the charge up San Juan 
Hill; his definitely sinister 
brother , Jonathan and 
Jonathan's accomplice, Dr. 
Ein~tein, becom~ increasingly 
hectic. The actionls complicated . 
by his efforts to keep the true ac-
tivities of his family from his 
fiancee,. Elaine. The 14-member 
cast is directed by David Jobe, 
senior in mechanical 
engineering. 
Advance tickets for the 
production are available in the 
lobby o.f the University Center-
East at $1 each for students and 
$1.50 each for non-students. 
Tickets sold a t the door on the 
nights of production are $1.50. 
for students and $2 for non-
students. 
Clean It Up 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
students from 19 fraternities 
and two sororities will cover the 
city of Rolla Saturday, Nov. 6, 
to pick up litter from streets and 
public areas. 
The annual event is sponsored 
by UMR's Interfraternity 
Council and is carried out 
through the cooperation of the 
Rolla Area Chamber of Com- ' 
merce and the city sanitation 
department. Chairman of the 
project is Mike Lackner 
Students will assemble at the 
UMR Multi-Purpose Building at 
9 a.m. Along with their pick up 
chores, they will distribute 
litter bags for cars and bumper 
sticker reminders . 
According to Chairman 
Lackner, the goal is to surpass 
the 20 tons of trash the group 
collected last year. 
Occupational 
Ignoramosity 
ARE YOU AN OC-
CUPATIONAL IGNORAMUS? 
MOST STUDENTS ARE ... AND 
IT'S RISKY BUSINESS. This is 
the last article in a series by 
Newell Brown, Director of 
Career Services at Princeton 
University. 
"I JUST LOVE PEOPLE AND 
TALKING WITH THEM SO I 
GUESS I'LL GO INTO PER-
SONNEL WORK OR MAYBE 
SOCIAL WORK." 
Personnel work-and social 
work, too-require a lot besides 
Part Four 
love and conversation. Tough-
minded, knowledgeable 
analysis of individuals, 
situations, and institutions as 
well as compassion are 
required . A personnel officer 
fires as well as hires , prepares 
statistical ' analyses, budgets, 
and reports, administers wage 
and training plans, often 
bargains with unions-all these 
plus lending a sympathetic ear. 
Social workers have com-
parable varieties of respon-
sibilities and may find them-
selves in difficult if not hostile 
environments. Furthermore, 
graduate work is virtually a 
must in both occupations if one 
wants to move up. 
"THE LAW ISN'T FOR ME. 
DIGGING THROUGH DUSTY 
BOOKS; LEGALESE; 
SPLITTING HAIRS; 
WORKING FOR SOME BIG 
CORPORATION ON CON-
TRACTS ; MAKING OUT 
WILLS; GETTING DIVORCES 
FOR PEOPLE; GETTING 
continued page 4 
Another Movie Orgy 
The University of Missouri 
will be included as one of the 
stops on a cross country tour of 
college campuses by a zany, 
nostalgic film extravangaza 
called "The Mind-Boggling, 
Never-To- !:Ie-Forgot ten-Or-
Believed Escape To Movie 
Orgy. " The two big hours of fun 
and campy memories is 
sponsored by the Jos. Schlitz 
Brewing Company, and will be 
shown on Thursday, Nov. 11, 
1976 at 6:00 and 9:00 p.m. in 
Centennial Hall-University 
Center. The Student Board is 
presenting the frolic and with 
Schlitz paying bills admission is 
free with a valid UMR 10, with 
a limit of two per 10 .. 
" Escape To Movie Orgy" 
comes here complete with 
segments of many of your 
favorite chiWhood TV 
characters, movie classics (and 
Duds ), car~oons, crazy com-
merCials , and bombshell 
bloopers . It is a veritable 
bonanza for trivia freaks , 
nostalgia buffs, and lovers of 
just a plain old good time. 
Loaded with clips that pop on 
and off the screen with a certain 
comic madness, the Movie Orgy 
could aptly be called "A 2001 
Splice Odyssey." 
The schlitz-sponsored Movie 
Orgy is currently in its sixth 
successful year, having played 
on hundreds of college cam-
pusses to over a quarter of a 
million students. Campuses 
continue to ask for the film year 
after year. It retains its 
popularity and appeal because 
of an annual facelifting which 
add:; new elements but keeps in 
some of the favorites of the year 
before. Added to that, people 
simply seem to enjoy taking 
another look at the things that 
captured their fancies and 
fantasies as kids . 
So hop aboard the time 
machine, grab your pillows, 
blankets, and popcorn and be 
prepared to turn back the clock, 
cheer for the good guys, but · 
above all, get ready for an 
"Escape to Movie Orgy." 
Money for Aesthetics 
By PATTY KLUG 
Miner News Writer 
There has been some con-
troversy over the past years as 
to the amount of money spent on 
the landscaping of the. UMR 
campus. Many opposed to the 
issue say tha t funds should be 
put towards academic interests 
rather than the physical aspects ' 
of the campus. As to the exact 
amount of funds spent on the 
landscaping and care of the 
campus, there is no telling. 
Bill Sommers is the university 
landscaper whose most recent 
task has been the planting of 
. trees and shrubs purchased 
through the University of 
Missouri-Columbia. The yard 
crew, consisting of six men , 
work throughout the warm 
months . maintaining the 
greenery and repairing the 
sidewalks and pavements. 
During the wintertime, these 
men are responsible for 
removing the ice and snow from 
the w.alkways. 
Developments which might 
be seen in the near future in-
clude the conversion of the east 
end of the golf course into an 
athletic field. There are also 
plans for planting ivy or 
perhaps creeping honeysuckle 
on the banks so as to prevent 
erosion . and eliminate grass 
mowing . 
Remodeling and construction 
has also improved the at-
tractiveness of the campus. The 
oldest campus building still In 
use is the Mining Engineering 
building which dates back to 
1902. The major recent con-
structions whiCh have created a 
nice change on campus include 
the library, built in 1967, at a 
cost of about $2,225,000, and the 
Multi-purpose building con-
structed in 1969, and costing 
approximately $2,558,000. The 
University Center-East, which 
includes the Chemical 
Engineering building, was 
completed in 1972 after a total 
cost of $2,090,000. In 1973, the 
North and South malls were 
designed. A year later the walks 
between the Math-Computer 
Science and Humanities 
buildi:lgs were finished . 
The landscaping and 
remodeling of the UMR campus 
has perhaps been a worthwhile 
project. A mixture of the new 
and old adds to Rolla 's 
uniqueness and creates a 
pleasant atmosphere which 
many modern campuses lack. 
- ~ 
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Occupational • • 
contipued from p. 3 
SOME CRIMINAL OFF. NOT 
FOR ME." 
Those are certainly some of 
the things some lawyers do. But 
they aren't all the things all of 
them do. There are at least a 
dozen varieties of lawyers: 
environmental, patent, urban, 
psychological , poverty , in-
ternational , labor, corporation, 
tax, general practice, criminal , 
maritime, and governmental 
(prosecutors , solicitors, 
legislative draftsmen) . 
Inciden'tally, there will be 
enough lawyers to go around in 
the next decade or so. Only the 
very able are going to strike it 
rich. And law isn't along in 
having facets not immediately 
apparent. The same is true for 
the professions of writing, 
personnel work, teaching, 
educational administration, 
library work, and counseling, to 
name a few. 
" I CAN'T STAND 
BUREAUCRACY. OTHER-
WISE I'D BE TEMPTED TO 
LOOK FOR A JOB IN THE 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT." 
Bureaucracy-if by that you 
mean buck-passing, intricate 
. hierarchies, clock-watching, 
pressures for conformity, 
commitfee decision making, 
red tape--eertainly exists in big 
government. But it can exist 
wherever more than a handful 
of people work together. It's a 
matter of human nature . Its 
incidence seems to relate more 
to an organization 's size than to 
its nature. It is certainly not 
unknown in big business , big 
foundations, big church 
organizations, big educational 
organiza tions, or the army . If 
you really can't stand 
bureaucracy , avoid big 
organizations of any kind or, 
better still, hang out your own 
shingle. But a lot of big and 
satisfying jobs 'can only be done 
from positions in big 
organizations. 
" I WANT TO MOVE FAST 
WHEN I GET OUT SO I'VE 
BEEN TRYING TO FIND OUT 
WHAT THE GROWTH IN-
DUSTRIES ARE. IN PAR-




UFACTURING IS CREEPING 
BUT CONSTRUCTION IS 
BOOMING. CONSTRUCTION 
IS FOR ME." . 
Your conclusi.ons about 
relative growth rates are ac-
curate, but in the foreseeable 
future there will ' be a greater 
number of positions in a large 
field such as manufacturing . 
For example, there are some 
·20,000,000 people presently 
employed in manufacturing and 
only some 5,000,000 · in con-
struction . The larger the 
Peace Corps Is ••• 
Facing more challenges and conquering more fears than you ever 
thought possible ... becoming aware of how large the world is and small 
you ar.:e . .. being sick and terribly lonely and thinking how ridiculous 
your being there is ... expecting to do work that is extraordinary and 
finding that it is ordinary ... knowing that you will never be the same 
again . . 
Recruiter on campus 
November 4-Univ. Center Lobby November S-Placement Office 
(Srs. & Grads sign up now fDr interview) 
If you've got time to kilL We can help kill it! 
Rolla Craij & Hobby 
Now at a ne.w and lC!r.ger IOC4ltion to serve your heeds better. 




The Department of Civil Engineerin,g at Princeton 
University invites applications for graudate study 
and research in the areas of Structures and 
Mechanics, Transportation, and Water Resources 
leading to M.S.E. and Ph.D. degrees. Annu,al re-
search. stipends start at $4,240 plus tuition and are 
offered to all admitted students requesting sup-
port. For details and applications write : 
- .Professor Peter Lee . 
Director of Graduate Studies 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Princeton University . 
Princeton, N.J. 08540 
MISSOURI MINER 
current employment in any 
field of work, the greater the 
number of deaths, retirements 
and transfers out each year and 
thus, other things being equal, 
the more numerous the 
openings from top to bottom. 
"SOMEWHERE THERE'S 
JUST THE RIGHT JOB FOR 
ME . I'M GOING TO WORK AT 
IT UNTIL I FIND IT." 
The woods are full of the 
wrong jobs for you, to be sure. 
Your chances of finding exactly 
the right one- the first time 
around are remote. A variety of 
jobs undoubtedly contain the 
ingredients essential to your 
basic happiness. It 's a matter 
of, first , determining what those 
ingredients are , then finding out 
what jobs contain them , and 
finally picking that one which 
best combines feasibility and 
fit. Square pegs won't be happy 
in round holes but they can be in 
square ones, give or take an 
eighth of an inch. 
Thursday, November 4, 1976 
"MY HANG-UP IS THAT variety of interests and abilities 
THERE ARE THREE OR can be valuable as one moves 
FOUR THINGS I'D LIKE TQ / into administrative respon-
DO FOR A LIVING WHEN I sibilities. What's more, the 
GET OUT OF COLLEGE. I manpower experts say the day 
SUPPOSE I'VE GOT TO is not far off when many people 
DECIDE ON ONE AND can expect to have two or three 
PURSUE IT AND LET THE distinctly different careers 
OTHERS GO IF I'M GOING TO intheir lifetimes. Finally, if one 
GET ANYWHERE." thing seems certain, it's that 
There isn',t much place in the 
world of work. at least at the 
start, for one who would be a 
Jack-of-all trades. But 
sometimes multiple talents can 
be put to good use- for example, 
the engineer who also is a good 
writer and becomes a technical 
writer. And looking ahead, a 
people are going to work fewer 
and fewer hours on their 
r.egular jobs- and have more 
and more time for whatever 
else they want to · do. 
Mathematicians, for instance, 
are frequently musical. The day 
could well come when our 
fiddlers are moonlighting 
mathematicians or vice versa. 
••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••• 
• 
• • • • • 
• 
Christopher Jewelers 









Sales Rep-male or female student·reliable. We seek a :permanent representative 
on cam pus. Sell the world's finest hand·knitted ski cap· watch cap. Hand· 
knitted in official school colors, or any other choice of colors. 23 different 
designs. 118 colors and yarns. 15% commission. Sorry, only one rep per 
campus. Sell fraternities, sororities, alumni aSsoc., local stores, athletic groups, 
etc. Write to: Samarkand to Katmandu, Inc. 9023 West -Pico Boulevard, 
los Angeles, California' 90035. 








GERMAN STYLE SAUSAGE 
STD~KADE CLUB STEAK 
. Each lunch includes salad, toast, and potato 
plus your choice of coffee or tea. 
Prices shown available onlv at tile following Sirloin Stockades: 
1.69 
1.69' 











- --.-/ -'~ ... 
The University of low. Collegium Muslcum conducts ........ rsa I session. The 
group specializes in medieval music and Instruments .nd will be .ppearlng 
on campus Nov. 5-6. Several seminars and mini-concerts for various groups 
will be presented Friday and Saturday. Saturday evening the group will 
present a major concert, "Le Roman de Fauvel," a narrative poem written In 
1310. Authentically costumed actors and musicians .re combined In the 
performance and authentic instruments of the period are used. Tickets are $2 
per person and available at banks, the UMR humanities department and the 
music oHice. The concert begins at 8 p.m. in Centennial Hall, University 
. Center-East, Saturday, Nov. The public is Invited. 
BY KATHY SORREL 
Scorpio 
(Oct. 24-Nov. 21) 
Scorpios should be admired 
for their valiant efforts toward 
recognition and success. More 
often, however, they are 
laughed at for their constant 
failures. They never want to 
give up even when the ship is 
sinking. Famous Scorpio: Spiro 
Agnew. 
Sagittarius 
(Nov. 22-Dec. Z1) 
Th'e most gullible people 
around are Sagittarians. They 
fall for every sales pitch thrown 
at them. Moles always burrow 
in their front yards. Stray dogs 
hold conventions on their 
doorsteps. But Sagittarians 
never change. Famous Sagit-
tarians: Wile E. Coyote and 
Elmer Fudd . 
Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 20) 
This is the greediest of all 
signs. A Capricorn is likely to 
set his mind on a goal and not 
give up until he reachs it. As a 
result, Capricorns ar usually 
rich, powerful or criminals. 
Fa m 0 U s Ga p ric 0 r n s : 
Muhammed Ali, Howard 
Hughes, Richard Nixon. 
mathematical ability to count 
calories each day. Famous 
Aquarian: Kim ·Novak. 
Pisces 
(Feb. 19-Mar. 20) 
Pisceans are inclined to pay 
more attention to someone 
else's business than their own. 
Their big noses and mouths get 
them in a lot of trouble but they 
release pent-up frustrations in 
pastime activities like 
cheerleading . Famous 




Arians should be watched 
with a wary eye. Their in" 
dividualities set them apart 







. (AprilZO-May 20) 
Taurians are fighters. They'll 
take on a whole army to get 
ahead in the world . Their only 
problem is tht they actually 
enjoy a good fight. Taurians are 
excellent salesmen. Famous 
Taurian : Audrey Hepburn .. 
Gemini 
(May ZI-June 21) 
Cancer 
(June 22-July 22) 
Cancers are over-bearing and 
obnoxious. They feel obligated 
to tell everyone how and when 
to do everything yet are never 
satisfied with the results . The 
large woman at the laun-
drymat, whose life story you've 
heard countless times, is un-
doubtedly a Cancer. Famous 
Cancer : Bella Abzug. 
Leo 
(July 23-Aug. Z2) 
. Leos are the most unique of . 
all the signs . Each Leo has at 
least one special trait that won' t 
let you forget him ... usually bad 
breath. Famous Leo: Wilt ' 
Chamberlain. 
Virgo 
(Aug. Z3-Sept. 22) 
Virgos are greatly envied for 
their beauty and worthy 
qualities . As the name imples, 
they are always pure and 
chaste, never yielding to 
temptation. Famous Virgos.: If 
you ever find one, why don't you 
let me know! 
Libra 
(Sept. 23-Oct. 23) 
Librans are basically 
MISSOURI MINER 




Burger buyers , are you 
getting the most for your 
money? Are the french fries you 
buy so greasy that they slip 
down your throat before you get 
a chance to taste them? Well, 
this week's Miner has the an-
swers for you drive"through 
bargain hunters . 
A survey of Rolla 's six fast 
food joints has revealed some 
interesting facts. Following is a 
brief summary of the results of 
that survey. 
Resteraunts included in this 
survey were ; A & W, Artic 
Circle, Dairy Queen, 
McDonald's, Maid-Rite and Mr. 
Swiss . Exclusive interviews 
were obtained from such 
sparkling ' personalities as 
Ronald McDonald, the Great 
Root Bear and the Artic Circle 
Rooster. 
Leading the list of the burger . 
family are the regular harn-
burgers, . served in all places 
except Artic Circle. A & W, 
Dairy Queen and McDonalds 
use a 1.6 ounce meat patty. The 
prices were 35 cents, 40 cents, 
35 cents respectively. Mr . Swiss 
has a 1.5 ounce patty which sells 
for 40 cents. Maid-Rite serves a 
50 cents burger with a "scoop" 
of ground beef. 
Some of the bigger burgers 
are McDonald's Quarter 
Pounder for 65 cents, Dairy 
Queen's Big Brazier for 75 
cents, Artic Circle's Bounty 
Burger for 80 cents and for 90 
cents, A & W Papa Burger. All 
these burgers have a quarter 
pound of beef and various 
condiments. For an extra dime 
these burgers become cheese 
For Miners with more ex" 
pensive tastes, there are many 
specialty burgers . Following is 
a brief description of each. 
The Mr. Swiss Burger is a 
hamburger with a 2.5 ounce 
patty served with lettuce and 
tomatoe. It costs a mere 65 
cents . The popular Big Mac 
(two all beef patties, special 
sauce, etc .. ) costs 75 cents with 
each patty weighing 1.6 ounces. 
A & W's Super Burger, which 
cost one buck, includes a 4.4 
ounces of beef with all the 
trimmings. Last but not least, is 
Dairy Queen's Super Br~r 
with one half pound of meat. 
This hefty burger is sold for 
$1.39. 
Add french fries and a soft 
drink to anyone of the 
proceeding bUrgers and you 
have a complete meal . Soft 
drinks range- in price from 15 
cents to 45 cents, with a medium 
coke selling for 35 cents. French 
fries run from 30 cents to 40 
cents, with large fries going for 
50 cents at A & W, and for 45 
aents at McDonald 's and 
Dairy Queen . 
McDonald's was fouhd to 
have the fastest service and was 
the cleanest. While only A & W 
offered a drive-in service. I've 
rated these food places on the 
basis of price, quanity, service 
and taste, they rated as 
following. 
1) McDonald's 
2) Dairy Queen 
3) A & W 
4) Mr. Swiss 
5) Artic Circle 
6) Maid-Rite 
Stu Co Straw Poll 
Ten days before the elections, the Student Council held their 
Straw Ballot Election. Polled were 437 students. Those results, 
expressed as percentages, are reprinted below. This may just 




Carter-Mondale 25.4 Ford-Dole 72.8 
Governor: 
Teasdale 17.7 Bond 82.3 
Lt.Governor 
Rabbit 27.4 Phelps 72.6 
U.S. Senate 
Hearnes 15.0 Danforth 85.0 
Secretary of State: 
Kirkpatrick 77.6 Huffman 22.4 
State Treasurer: 
Spainhower 66.2 Kemp 33.8 
Attorney General: 
Baker 25.1 Ashcroft 74.9 Aquarius 
(Jan. 21-Feb. 18) 
Aquarians have strong bodies 
and weak minds. Chest 
measurements (for both males 
and females ) often equal l.Q. 
,cores. This isn 't to say 
Aquarians are dumb. On the 
contrary, it takes great 
Geminis are known for being 
narrow minded and fanatical. 
Their stilted view of the world, 
though it wins them few friends, 
often qualifies them for political 
careers. Famous Geminis: 
cowards. Their feelings of in- ' OOC)oOC)C~94rx)O~II,)()(J.OOj~(JOOCX.o04I,)()(IOf.)()(l'" 
feriority and guilt often inspire 
them to seek recognition in the 
public eye. Most Librans would 
like to become president 
someday. Famous Librans: 
'Truman Capote and Rita Ebenezer Scrooge and Norman 
Vincent Peale. Hayworth . 
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Following is the fifth and final 
part in the series, "RECORD 
CARE FOR YOU, I, AND US" .. . 
Part Four - The Whole Ball 
of Wax ... ; Records are wor-' 
thless unless you have a turn-
table, obviously, so taking care 
of them is also worthless unless 
you take good care of the turn-
table, too. The most important 
part of turntable care is the 
stylus. NOT a "needle," ye 
gods . Stylus care would take 
page upon page dealing with the 
various types , alignment, and 
the cartridg~s they work with, 
so I'll just cover the 
rudimentary basics. 
MISSOURI MINER Thursday, November 4, 1976 
First, inspect your stylus 
(plural ; stylii) regularly for 
lintballs , record film buildup, 
and sharpness. What I mean 
when I say "lint balls, " is those 
big rolls of hairy -looking gook 
that glom up behind the stylus 
and can be removed by a well-
placed breath of air. Sometimes 
they stick a bit tighter and must 
be removed by a very light 
brush . KEEP YER FINGERS 
OFF!!! I can't emphasize this 
last enough. The force to break 
a stylus is small, and you can't 
even begin to judge the actions 
of your finger at this scale. 
Trying to remove stylus dirt 
with fingers has probably 
caused more grief than we'll 
ever know. Really stubborn 
deposits may be removed with 
any of the stylus cleaning kits 
on the market, but you do just 
as well with a bottle of rubbing 
alchohol and a small gauge 
camel-hair artists brush with 
the bristles trimmed to make a 
flat tip, and the handle cut off 
about an inch back from the end 
of the bristles. Get the brush 
wet with alchohol , and come up 
under the stylus , then rub in . a 
gentle circular motion (hitherto 
unknown by the people in this 
area , but destined to take the 
place of the mud shark in your 
mythology) until all of 
whatever it is has been 
removed. Record film buildup 
is like this . It usually causes a 
harder lump of crud to ball up 
behind the stylus and will 
eventually lift the stylus right 
off the record or fall off and 
break the stylus off the next 
time around on the record. A 
magnifying- glass and a small 
flashlight will enable you to 
monitor the condition of your 
stylus without resorting to 
complex optical acrobatics. 
You can monitor the condition 
of the stylus easily and thus 
protect your records . One 
Winners in the "wierdest" costume contest at the KMNR GIiHerball, these two ·turned 
a few heads. Photo by Farley, Photo by Naeger 
parting shot on stylii: At all 
times use a cue function on your 
turntable if you have one, and 
check the balance of the tone 
arm and the tracking force on 
the stylus. This prevents the 
Introducing Vision Center's 




f The original purchaser 01 Ihis jXl ir of contac t lenses. 
completely satisfied within 30 days 01 purchase. is e n titled to a 
refund o f the cos t o f the lenses only. Re fund will be made upon : 
? relum 01 the lenses with this certificate to the Vision Center 'j 
where purchased. This plan does not include damage or sc rotch-
. ing , loss o r the ll of contact le nses, Thi s certif icate is no t ': 
transferable, 
Expira tion Dole 
VISion 
center 
It takes the indecision 
out of the decision to buy contacts. 
1£ you wear eyeglasses, you've prob-
ably thought about getting contact 
lenses. You've probably also had 
second thoughts about whether you'll 
like them or not. 
That's why Vision Center now offers 
our "Love 'em or Leave 'em" Plan. 
Try contacts. Wear them. Live with 
them. And then, within 30 days of 
purchase, if you decide they're not for 
you, we'll refund the cost of the lenses. 
You owe it to yourself to see how you 
like contacts. And now Vision Center 
has a way for you to do that. Without 
owing anything to us. 
PEARLE 
vIsion center 
Rolla-702 Pine Street. Tel. 364-7311 
Open daily 9-5, Fri. 'til 8:30 
Locations In Columbia, Joplin, Rolla, and Springfield. 
phenomena known af-
fectionately as regrooving, 
lathe action, ditchdigging, etc. 
Get my point? OK. 
There are a lot of articles 
being written in the magazines 
these days about stereos, and 
the care thereof, so, keep up to 
date on techniques, and you'll 
keep your precious LPs in good 
enough shape to listen to until 
YOU can write the articles. 
New Medical Technique 
by UMR Sta.ff 
An article entitled 
"Rehabilitation Through 
Underwater Exercise" by two 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
physical education instructors 
has been published in the 
October issue of Physician and 
Sportsmedicine magazine. 
In the article, Robert L. 
Pease, UMR swimming coach, 
and William Flentje, athletic 
trainer and physical therapist , 
describe a new technique they 
have developed for treating 
injuries to the knee and other 
lower extremity physical 
problems. 
Treatment involves having 
the patient walk, as normally as 
possible, through shoulder level 
water in the swimming pool for 
about 15 minutes twice a day. 
As the injury improves, the 
level of water is reduced. 
This underwater treatment 
eliminate the effects of gravity 
at the outset, the degree of 
resistance of movement may be 
controlled by the patient, blood 
flow is increased to the injured 
part and venous and lymphatic 
return are assisted due to in-
creased pressure exerted on the 
limb at treatment depths. 
According to the authors, 
when the patient can perform 
the exercise comfortably in the 
shallowest part of the pool, he or 
she has recovered sufficiently 




Gil Eagles - the Entertaining 
Psychic will woo you with his 
one man demonstrations of ESP 
and hypnotism. Born in 
Tanganyika, East Mrica and 
educated in London, he has 
traveled around the world 
entertaining thousands with his 
powers of ESP and amusing 
many with his skill of hyp-
notism . This highly accredited 
professional has performed on 
many college campuses across 
the nation - California to New 
York, Texas to Michigan. Come 
see Gil Eagles and test his 
powers of ESP. Maybe you will 
be one of his hypnotic subjects! 
Gil Eagles will be in Rolla Nov. 
16, at 8:00 in Centennial Hall or-
the New Student Center. 
Sponsored by the Fine Arts 
Committee of the Student Union 
Board, admission is free with a 
valid UMR 10. , 





Greek Pizza Spaghetti 
~Iad 5% Beer 
For Delivery Phone 364·2669 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
MON.·SUN. 4:00 AM·2:00 PM 
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We Are Not Alone 
------------By BRIAN W. KAVANAUGH 
Converge to a point from 
infinity. Let that point be the 
earth we live on and you begin 
to grasp how large the universe ' 
can truly be. Furthermore, in 
all the infinity of space around 
us, are we truly alone? Does the 
world have neighbors? 
Imagine, for the sake of 
argument that there are ex-
traterestrial beings in 
existence. What would we do if 
we were to meet them? Would 
we greet them with open minds 
and warm hearts? Look back 
upon America's, and the 
world 's, history for the answer 
to that question. 
Most likely the reader of this 
article is an American citizen, 
or, perhaps familiar with this 
great country's history. For 
being known now as, if not the 
foremost, one of the foremost 
world leaders, America retains 
a shabby reputation regarding 
discrimination . As little as 25 
years ago Black Americans 
were forced into segregation by 
archaic laws of a backward 
government. These laws have 
since been taken off the books, 
but does that stop what lies in 
the brains of the populace at 
large? I think not. 
Yet the Blacks were earth 
people . Why, they were even 
American citizens. One shud-
ders to think how our so-ealled 
"advanced civilization" would 
react to a peaceful meeting of 
ourselves and "those little 
green men ." 
But despair no longer . The 
Cosmos ' has no room for 
Galactic fools. If the creatures 
in question possess a suf-
ficiently advanced technology 
to get them here, they also are 
intelligent enough to postulate 
the worst possible reaction to 
their arrival. No, they'd watch 
us . It may take years. but that 
could be just a drop In the 
eternal bucket' for them. 
Perhaps they are just biding 
their time waiting for the earth 
to change, to ripen. The time of 
their coming will be the 
beginning of a new age of 
mankind. A time for great 
rejoicing . It 's a pi ty it may 
never happen . 
Attend a Dramatic 
Performance 
An opportunity to attend 
dramatic performances at the 
Loretto-Hilton Theater in St. 
Louis is being offered by the 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
through its Seminar on the Arts 
program . 
The Loretto-Hilton .series 
provides transportation by bus 
from Rolla to the theater and 
back for five Saturday 
productions between Nov . 6 and 
April 2. Lectures and-or 
discussions of the plays will be 
held on the bus enroute to the 
theater. Dr. Douglas Wixson, 
assistant professor of English, 
is director of the program. 
Following is a list of per-
formance dates scheduled , 
productions included in the 
series and a short description of 
each (as provided by Loretto-
Hilton) : 
-Nov. 6, "Billy Budd" by 
Louis O. Coxe and Robert 
Chapman. based on the novella 
by Herman Melville. An ex-
citing sea yarn juxtaposing evil 
and innocence, told with the 
power and passion generated by 
one of America's best and most 
famous writers. 
-Dec. 11 , "The Eccentricities 
of a Nightingale" by Tennessee 
Williams. The conflicts between 
a minister 's daughter, laced 
into a tightly controlled turn-<lf-
the-century puritanical 
upbringing, and a charismatic 
doctor. 
-Jan. 22, "The Beaux ' 
Stratagem" by George 
Farquhar . A late Restoration 
comedy of double identity 
concerning two impecunious 
young bucks on the prowl for 
wealthy wives . 
-Feb. 26, "The House of Blue 
Leaves" by John Guare. This 
award-winning comedy con-
cerns a zookeeper's zany quest 
for songwriting glory on the day 
that the Pope visited New York 
- a devastating, desperately 
funny comedy. 
-April 2, "The Front Page" by 
Ben Hect and ' Charles 
MacArthur. The hiding of a 
falsely convicted anarchist on 
the eve of his execution by a 
star reporter who wants to qUit 
the newspaper business forever 
are the basics for this satire. 
Cost of the series is $45 per 
person. This includes tickets for 
the 9 p.m. performance 
Saturday and bus tran-
sportation . The bus leaves the 
UMR parking lot at 11th and 
Rolla Streets at 6:45 p.m. and 
returns at approximately 1 a.m. 
The Loretto-Hilton series is 
an extension activity of the 
UMR humanities department. 
To register or for further ' in-
formation, write or call: Norma 
Fleming , Extension Division, 
University of Missouri-Rolla, 
Rolla, Mo. (phone: 341-4201). 
Delicious Mexican Food 
~l1 r1'~~~~~ Dining Room - Orders To Go - Open Daily 11 a.m. 
Hwy. 63 S. Rolla, Mo. 364-1971 Closed Monday 
TRIPLE KNIT ACRYLIC 
WARM-UPS $1995 
GOLD, RED, NAVY, & GREEN 
WE HAVE Z-BALLS IN STOCK 
R E Y -===========-
SPORTshOJj 
1003 Pine 364-5495 Rolla, Mo. 
WHAT'S GOING ON AT UMR 
-OCT. 29TO NOV. 13 
Friday, Nov. 5, and Saturday, Nov. 6--Women's 
volleyball, State Tournament, Multi-Purpose Building . Free. 
Friday, Nov. 5-National Merit Day 
-Music clinics, University of Iowa Collegium Musicum, 9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m., Humanities-Social Stiences G-S. 
-Physics colloquim, Dr. Edward L. Kottlck, professor of music at the University of Iowa, 
"Acoustical Properties of Wooden Sound Boards," 4 p.m ., Physics 104. 
-Open house, UMR Observatory, 8-10 p.m. Free. Saturday, Nov. 6-University Day. Campus 
openhouse. Demonstrations and exhibits in all departments. Displays include lunar samples, lasers, 
wind power devices, metal casting, nucl,ar reactor, high voltage system, seismic instruments. Public invited. Self-guided tours. Map available at University Center . 
-Clean-up day by UMR fraternity and sorority 
members, sponsored by UMR Interfraternity Council in cooperation with the Rolla Area Chamber of Commerce and the city sanitation department. Students will pick up litter from streets and public 
areas and distribute bumper stickers and litter bags for cars. 
Saturday, Nov. 6--Concert, "Le Roman de Fauvel," by the University of Iowa Collegium Musicum, vocal 
and instrumental musicians, and actors. Authentic 
medieval musical instruments and costumes. Cen-
tennial Hall, University Center, 8 p.m. Admission, $2 .00, tickets available at Rolla banks and Scott's Drug Store. 
Monday, Nov . -Friday, Nov. 12-Short l'lurse, Funda menta Is of Deep Foundation Design, Registration fee. 
Tuesday, Nov. 9-Lecture, "Mark Twain,." D~. Clyde Wade, associate professor of English, Sixth In 
"Appreciation of the Arts of Missouri" series, Room 107, Mining Building, 12 noon to 1 p.m . Free. 
Thursday, Nov . 11-"Midsummer Night's Dream," featuring James Cagney as Bottom, Mickey Rooney 
as Puck and Dick Powell as Lysander, also "Allures," kinetic art. One of "Nine Great Films" series, 7:30 p.m., Mechanical Engineering Auditorium. Anyone 
not registered for series may attend remaining three films by paying pro-rated fee. 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Nov. 11, 12 and 13-
"Arsenic and Old Lace," UMR Theatre Guild production, 8 p.m. St. Pat's Ballroom, University Center. Admission charged. 
Friday, Nov. 12-0penhouse, UMR Observatory, B-10 p.m. Free. 
Saturday, Nov. 13-Swimming, Intrasquad, Multi· Purpose Building, Free. 
-Football, Southeast Missouri State University, Miners' last home game, 1 :30 p.m., Jackling Field. Admission charged. 
~~~- II" ~tc::::::::)ltc::::::::)I~ NEW! JUST OPENED! Michael's Gifts & Crafts 
902 ROLLA ST. . n OPEN MON. _ SAT. 10:00-6:00 PH : 364-3668 U~~~tc::::::::)I~~ 
SPECIALS 
THIS WEEK 
12 Oz. N.R. 6 Pk. 
OLD MIL W AUKEE ... 1.21 
7 Oz. 
MILLER .................. ~.r.~:.1'.49 
Red Mountain 
WINES ........................ ¥.~~~ ... 96c 
509 
VODKA ........... .f.!l.~ .. ~~~~!.3.88 
509 
LIQUOR STORE 
Free Parking In Rear 
116 West 8th St. Phone 364-6131 ~ 
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( Ediletters ) 
A Phi A Speaks Out 
Editor: 
Recently UMR experienced a 
unique event. For the first time 
in its proud 137 year history the 
Missouri School of Mines had 
Ms. Sharon Warren, a Black 
lady , crowned as its 
Homecoming Queen. As soon as 
they were able to regain their 
composure , many of those 
present at the coronation sin-
cerely congratulated Sharon. It 
seemed as though the campus 
as a whole was as genuinely 
proud of Sharon as her sponsor, 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. 
In that light the Thursday, 
October 28 edition of the Miner 
was a disappointment to 
members of Alpha Phi Alpha to 
say the least. Would someone 
please tell the editors of the 
Miner that this is 1976 not 
1876!!! If you have someone to 
be ashamed of it is not Sharon 
Warren. There is a striking 
-contras-t between the generoUS 
pictorial tributes given to 
Homecoming Queens in the past 
and the noticeably sparse 
snapshot made of Sharon. 
Alpha Phi Alpha demands an 
apology from the Miner staff as 
well as a supplement to the 
token tribute made of Sharon! ! ! 
UMR is a fine campus 
deserving of a Queen with the 
refined qualitites Sharon 
possesses . Likewise, Sharon is a 
fitting Queen deserving of a 
royal tribute. The absurd 
manner in which the Miner staff 
handled a unique and beautiful 
experience is indicative of the 
r··_····-... 
• ENGINEERSWANTED • 
• N.o:E~.oR • 
• INTERNATI.oNAt. • 
• PR.oJECTS · . 
: Gel righl inlo Challenging: 
responsibilily by helping 
construct new towns, roads, 
dams, irrigation systems, or 
olher. vilal projecls. S .. lhe 
impacl of your skills by 
working in a country of Africa, 
Asia, Latin America, or the S. 
Pacific ' as a Peace Corps Vol. 
Free trav .; helath·dent. carei 
living aliDwance; 48 days pd 
~:~~~c$:;3~~~~~~ ~~~.~~~ ~;'~~ • 
• Ui> F.oR INTERVIEW N.oW .• 
• RECRUITERS .oN CAMPUS. 
• AT UNIVERSITY CENTER • 
• 
LOBBY NOVEMBER 4-INFO • 
• TABL.E, PLACEMENT .oF .• 
• i~iiRVI:~~EMBER 5-. 




THOUSANDS ON FILE 
Send $1 .00 for your up·to-date, 
192·page, mail order catalog. 
11926 Santa Monica Bl vd. 
Los Angeles, Ca . 90025 
Original research also available. 
. Enclosed is $1 .00 . 
Please rush the catalog to : 
Name ___ _____ _ 
Address ________ _ 
City ________ _ _ 
Sl(il~ __ .____ Zip __ 
reactionary, archaic minds that 
maintain influential positions 
on this campus . To the Miner 
staff and others with the same 
horse and buggy outlook on 
life ... this is 1976!! 
The Brothers of .\lpha Phi 
Alpha 
Editor's reply 
I sympathize completely with 
your position. The Missouri 
Miner owes no one an apology 
but do,es owe the campus and 
particularly Alpha Phi Alpha 
fraternity an explanation of 
policy. Rather than still existing 
'in the horse and buggy age, I 
feel that the Miner has taken a . 
huge step forward by un-
shackling itself from a tradition 
which most campus 
newspapers have abandoned 
years ago, namely honoring 
queens with full-page pictorial 
essays or the like. We are a 
newspaper, and will report the 
choices for queen candidates 
(as we did in the Homecoming 
issue) because it probably in-
terests at least a few people 
around here. We will follow up 
with a report of who won the 
eontest (as we did last week) for 
th~same functional reason. But 
pictorial-glamour magazine 
coverage of queen candidates is 
much more appropriate for the 
yearbook than the ' student 
newspaper, and as long as I am 
edi tor of the Miner such will be 
our policy. It is a most un-
fortunate coincidence that this 
change of policy came when the 
first black queen in UMR's 
history was elected, for, while I 
don't think queen coverage is in 
itself a matter of great im-
portance to most stu~ents, it 
caused the members of Alpha 
Phi Alpha and perhaps other 
"Trick or Treat?" The Chancellor must not have treated. 
black students to question the 
Miner 's policies and attitudes 
(and justly so). 
Efforts were made for two 
days (Saturday and Sunday) 
during homecoming weekend to 
set up an interview with Sharon 
Warren to accompany the 
picture that appeared but 
nobody could tell us when we 
could get hold of her. A general 
pictorial of the party weekend 
as a whole was originally 
planned in which Miss Warren 
might possibly have appeared 
again, but this proved- to be 
economically and technically 
impossible. I can only say that 
purely as a matter of policy, 
with the exception of an in-
terview (which we tried but 
couldn't get this time) , future 
queens will receive no different 
coverage than Sharon Warren 
did under my leadership of the 
Miner. 
S. D. Rucker 
WATERBED FOR SALE-
Complete with 85" x 58" 
elevated frame. Upholstered. 
Very reasonable. Call Bill at 
364-5630. 
Photo by H. Burford 
Poet's Corner 
This week's poet is a Junior majoring in Com~ter Science with 
a minor in English. His name is Terry Bollinger. He has had his 
poetry published in the 1975 edition of Southwinds. Which is the 
unofficial student publication for literary works. 
The poem, THE ASH has a nature setting. It beg.ins in the spring 
and ends in the fall, but more than that a hint of spring love Its 
trials and ending with but a memory, "Of warm days now gone." 
THE ASH 
Crystalline Flowers flash in the sun 
Branches of life sway as softly as one 
ShiImnering hues, flowing and merging 
Reaching to heavin, eternally searching 
But storms must come 
They tear at the branches 
And scatter frail beauty 
To the cold, burning sun 
Broken branch must wither and die 
Crumble to ashes as ages fall by 
Only ashes remain 
In fleeting gray shadows 
Let them brush you when winds pass your way 
To trace faded colors in delicate gray 
Flowers past, temanants of one 
Asking only when whispering their' song: 
Rememeber _ our' fragrance 
Of warm days now gone 
Its not your everyday 
teaching job. 
It's the Nuclear Navy. 
And it ' s not for everybody. The Navy's 
Nuclear Power Progn~m is looking for a limited 
number of highly qualified instructors. People 
who have recently earned degrees in mathe-
matics, physics, nuclear physics or engineer-
ing-and would like the opportunity to share 
that knowledge with others. 
The young people you 'd be teaching would 
be top students. They have to be. The men we 
choose to operate and maintain the Navy's 
numerous nuclear reactors have to be the best. 
But it's more than just a "teach ing job" . 
Because you would be a Commissioned Officer 
in the US. Navy, the benefits are excellent-
inc luding good pay, housing and ava ilab le 
med ical care. Your teaching tour would be 
spent at the Navy Nuclear Power School in 
Orlando, Florida . 
So if you 've ever said to yourself , " I'd really 
like to try my hand at teaching" , now's your 
opportunity. 
The Navy's Nuclear Power Officer 
for the Missouri-Illinois area will be in 
the Placement Office Nov. 16-17. 
Stop by and chat with him, or call 
us collect at 314-268-2505. 
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For A Change Do Something! 
---------------------------------------------------byPAULD.ANDREW 
In case you haven't heard, the 
Special Events committee of 
SUB has been pretty busv 
lately. This group had the 
res'pon sib iii t Y during 
Homecoming of interviewing 
the queen candidates and 
chosing the winner. After the 
weekend was over and another 
imPort (please excuSe me) had 
been piCked, . the .coinmittee 
made a decision concerning 
future Homecoming queens: All 
candidates for Homecoming 
queen shall be students at UMR 
(coeds). 
Well, upon first hearing this I 
didn't know what to think. ' 
Maybe it is because I've been 
down here since before there 
were too many coeds. Plus I 
couldn 't see denying any male 
student from putting his 
girlfriend from out of town up as 
Come 
On 
a queen candidate. But as I 
thought about all the reasons for 
not requiring the queen to be a 
coed, I started instead to think 
about all the reasons why 
maybe it isn't such an outlan-
dish idea after all. 
First off, . the idea of 
Homecoming is to bring back 
the alumni for a weekend. This 
is a time when both students 
and those who have gone off for 
bigger and better things can 
celebrate together. So the idea 
that the queen should be from 
the school ties in pretty well 
with that of a unified school 
spirit. 
Also, the school is now at the 
point where there are enough 
girls that could be nominated 
and chosen as queen. If you 
don't think along this course, 




Busch on Tap Popcorn 
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 5 p.m.-l :30 a.m. 
. Fri.-S~t. 3:00 p.m.-l:30 a.m. 
364-4334 . - n07 Pine ·RoHa, Mo. 
ARE YOUR SHINS 
BLACK AND BLUE? 
If so, ·come in and 
get a pair of 
Shin-Saver Shin-Guards. 
' ~enmar~ Sporting 'Gbods 
901 Pine Street Raila, Missouri BS1~l 
3B1-3B03 
and then maybe you'll find 
someone for a date. 
If you, the reader, violently 
object to this proposal, then 
something should be said to the 
SUB about it. If not, then I can 
lead into my second comment: 
That of apathy on this campus. 
It has been pretty evident to me, 
e&pecially this semester. 
It is my job as a Miner Staff 
member to bring to the readers 
and students items of interest. 
We depend pretty much on 
feedback as to the importance 
of submitted material in 
deciding what is put in each 
week or what isn't . But so far, 
this year , all I have been ex-
posed to is "yea, the Miner is 
out, nothing good in it." 
This r, part of the art display that was featured in the 
St. Pat's Ballroom earlier this week. Now, just what is 
it? Photo by Sta ley 
So far this semester, there 
have been 5 letters to the editor . 
And also this semester there 
has been some pretty big things 
happening which affect the 
students here . We are without a 
university president who helps 
decide just what our school is 
going to do, and how much 
money we get. We also had a 
minor scandal involving faculty 
members and a private cor-
poration, and a black woman 
representing UMR during 
Homecoming . I believe I could 
go on, but the end result is 
always the same: Either people 
are so concerned about their 
class work and don't have time 
to think about what is hap· 
pening on their campus, or else 
they are extremely satisfied 
with the way things are. .:..~~::..(t _____ ....:......::..."'_.:::.:.:~~---__::_:____:___::_:_::;:_=::: 
You, ·the students have a ·M~S. "I(s"C:a:I~~, COME 'B1Cl<! FATHE~ C~tfAN'S NOT 
place to voice your opinions, HEltE OM BUSINESS. liE'S -HE~ TO 6"eT -MIS S*k>T!" 
and I for one would like to see it 
used. 
.WE STARTED WITH ATMOSPHERE; 




ROLLA'S NEWEST & MOST UNIQUE RESTAURANT AND BAR 
At FORUM II 
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Miner~ Drop Second Straight To 
Northwest Missouri .State 
ROLLA, Mo. , Nov.-The 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
football team dropped its 
second straight conference 
game this past weekend, losing 
to Northwest Missouri State, 28-
14. With the loss, the Miners 
slipped to 2-2 and fourth place in 
the MlAA. The Miners have a 
break from MlAA play this 
weekend as they meet non-
conference foe Washington 
University Saturday afternoon, 
Nov. 6, at Francis Field in· St. 
Louis . 
The Bears were off to a slow 
start this year, but they have 
won two of their last three 
games. The one recent loss 
came against the Bears 
toughest opponent to date, 
Illinois Wesleyan. 
Although the Miners led at 
halftime against Northwest 14-
7, Maryville came back to take 
a 21-14 lead early in the fourth 
quarter. With six minutes left in 
the game, UMR had a chance to 
tie it up. A snap on a punt went 
over the punter 's head and the 
Miners recovered on the 5-yard 
line . Four downs later, 
rFORuM Ii HAiRSrYu'N'G] 
~ ~ Long ~ 
~ °Short . ~ 
n We Give The n 
U Look You Want U 
! With COl!1plete i Control Mo~Hairst~ing Champion 1973, 1974 & 1975 
~~Ii'l~} By App. 341·2668 .•• - ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ Tues.-Fri. 9-5:30 Sat. 8-2 " _~1431 Hauck Dr. • ~tc::::::)Ctc::::::)Ctc::::::)Ctc::::x~ " -
5% Beer Mixed Drinks 
Package Liquor 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Live Music Sundays 5 p_m.-9 p.m. 
Country Style Lounge 
Greyhound Bus Depot 
WHY NOT TRY 
THE 
MISSOURI ROOM 
UNIVERSITY CENTER'S BEST 
Good Prices, Good Food, Good Service, 
Good Atmosphere, Convenient 
location , Campus Fellowship. 
Tables May Be Reserved In Advance 
for Organizational or Departmental 
Groups. Call: 341-4295 
location: Second Floor, University 
Center East 
Departmental Charge Accounts Welcome 
Open Daily Monday-Friday 
however, Rolla had only moved 
the ball one yard and turned it 
over to Maryville on downs . 
That was the Miners' last op-
portunity to get back in the 
game. On the last play of the 
game, Maryville scored on a 
pass interception. 
Saturday's battle between the 
Bears and Miners would appear 
to be an even battle. The Bears 
are healthy, coming off a two 
week lavoff. and the Miners are 
in fair shape. The only serious 
UMR injury is starting of-
fensive tackle Brad Harriman, 
who is questionable with a 
pinched nerve in his neck. 
Probable UMR starting 
lineups are: 
Offense 
SE Roger Vessell 
L T John Moles 
LG Gary Roebke 
C Jeff Buck 
RG Brian Tepper 
RT Brad Harriman 
TE Andy Cox , 
SB Monty Morse 
TB Terry Ryan 
FB Mark Franklin 
QB Ken Vaughn 
Defense 
LE Terry Owens 
LT Jim Hunicke 
Nose Kent Lewis 
RT Jim "Bo" Decker 
RE Bill Warwick 
LB Kevin Wolfe 
LB Jerry Hofman 
HB Dennis Jones 
HB Don Renner 
S Herb Herman 
Monster Mark Mastroianni 
The Bob Harmon Forecast 
l-MICHIGAN 6-NEBRASKA 
2-U.C.l.A. 7-0HIO STATE 
3-GEORGIA .8-TEXAS TECH 
4-S0UTHERN CAL 9-COLORADO 
5-PITISBURGH 10-NOTRE DAME 
Saturday, Nov. 6-Major Colleges 
Alabama 22 L.S.U . 21 
Arizona State 28 Air Force 12 
Arizorja 31 Wyom ing 30 
Arkansas 24 Baylor 13 
Aub urn 24 Mississippi State 23 
Ball state 27 Indiana State 10 
Brigham Young 41 UTEP 6 
California 24 Washington 17 
Ce ntral Michigan 24 Eastern Michi gan 7 
Citadel 21 V.M .I. 13 
Colgate 21 Bucknell 14 
Colorado State 25 Idah o 7 
Colorado 27 Missouri 24 
Cornell 21 Columbia 12 
Dartmouth 14 Brown 6 
Dayton 20 NE Loui siana 13 
Del aware 38 Davidson 0 
Duke 24 Wake Forest 16 
East Carolina 20 Richmond 10 
Florida State 27 South ' n Missi ssi ppi 16 
Fullerton 25 Pacific 24 
Georgia 24 Florida 10 
HaNard 20 Pennsylvania 7 
Iowa State 27 Kansas 21 
Kent State 30 Hawa ii 13 
Kentucky 27 Vanderbilt 13 
Long Beach State 30 
Louisiana Tech 22 





Holy Cress 21 
McNeese 27 SW Louisiana 20 
Miami , Fla . 21 Boston College 10 
Michigan State 28 Indiana 14 
Michigan 44 Purdue 7 
Minnesota 26 Northwestern 20 
Nebraska 27 Okla homa State 17 
New Mexico 28 Utah 20 
North Carolina 24 Clem son 15 
Notre Dam e 30 Georgia Tec h 7 
Ohio Sta te 28 Illinoi s 7 
Ohio U 24 Bowling Green 22 
Oklahoma 33 Kansas State 7 




Louisvi lle 15 
San Jose State 29 San Diego State 20 
Southern California 38 Stanford 12 
Southern illinois 22 Illinois State 13 
S.M.U . 24 Rice 20 
SW Louisiana 27 Arkansas State 19 
Syracuse 24 Navy 21 
Temple 28 Drake 10 
Tennessee 21 Memphis State 16 
Texas Tech 40 T.C.U. 0 
Texas 27 Hou ston 23 
Toledo 32 Northern Illinois 6 
Tulsa 21 V.P.I. 20 
UCLA 37 Oregon 0 
Villanova 23 Marshall 14 
Virginia 23 Lehi~h 21 
Washington State 22 Oregon State 15 
West Texas 25 Lam ar 17 
West Virginia 21 Tulane 17 
Western Mich igan 24 Miam i (Ohio) 14 
Wichita 23 New Mexico State 22 
Wi lliam & Mary 30 Appalachian 28 
Wisconsin 23 Iowa 20 
Yale 20 Princeton 6 
Other Games-East 
Alfred 21 
American I nt'l 21 
Bates 27 
C W Post 20 
Connecticut 26 








"Montc lair 38 
New Hampshire 28 
Norwich 34 
Shippensburg 24 
Sl ippery Rock 35 
Sout hern Connecticut 25 
Trinity 23 
Tufts 26 
"Upsa la 20 
Wagner 23 
Wash'ton & JeH'son 24 
Wesleya n 22 
Rcchester 6 
Central Connecticut 14 
Bowdoin 21 
Edinboro 10 
Boston U 21 
Moravian 20 
William Paterson 13 
Worcester Tech 13 
California State 6 
Rochester Tech 0 
Gettysbu rg 12 
Northeastern 17 
Un ion 10 
Jersey City 6 
Rhode Isla nd 13 
Delaware Valley 6 
Clarion 13 




Seton Hall 19 
Hofstra 17 
Grove City 23 
Wi ll iams 21 
11-0KLAHOMA STATE l6-MISSOURI 
l2-FLORIDA 17-IOWA STATE 
l3-MARYLAND l8-ARKANSAS 
l4-0KLAHOMA 19-50UTH CAROLINA 
l5-ALABAMA 20-TEXAS 
West Chester 31 Cheyney 6 
West Va . Wesleyan 17 Geneva 6 
Widener 26 Muhlenberg 20 
Other Games-Midwest 
Akron 28 Western Illinois 10 
Ashland 20 Evansville 17 
Augustana, SO 27 North Dakota 22 
Baker 23 Willia m Jewell 20 
Baldwin-Wallace 35 Denison 7 
Butler 31 Wabash 13 
Central Arkansas 37 Central Methodist 7 
Central State, Ohio 21 Hillsdale 15 
Colorado College 41 Kansas Wesleyan 6 
E. Central Oklahoma 27 Washburn 14 
Eastern Illi nois 23 Youngstown 13 
Eureka 21 Iowa Wesleyan 6 
Findlay 27 Taylor 24 
Franklin 27 Indiana Central 21 
Friends 26 S1. Mary 13 
Hastings 24 Nebraska Wesleyan 19 
Millikin 25 Carthage 14 
Miss~uri Southern 21 Missouri Western 7 
Missouri Valley 23 Graceland 17 
Muskingum 17 Capital 10 
NE Missouri 17 Central Missouri 7 
Northern Colorado 21 No. Dakota State 16 
Northern Michigan 42 Omaha 0 
Ohio Northern 27 Wooster 10 
Rolla 21 Washington, Mo. 13 
St. Cloud 28 Michigan Tech 23 
St. John's 30 51. Olaf 7 
St. Joseph's 25 DePauw 20 
SE Missouri 24 SW Missouri 16 
SE Oklahoma 27 Central Oklahoma 20 
Stevens Point 24 River Falls 13 
W~yne , Mich 27 Grand Valley 15 
Wi lmington 24 Defiance 21 
Wittenberg 34 Heidelberg 6 



























Texas Luth era n 
Tr inity 
Troy 
Weste rn Carolina 
Western Kentucky 
WoHord 
21 Murray 17 
26 Glenville 7 
20 Morehead 14 
22 Tennessee Tech 20 
28 Newberry 6 
23 Bluefield 21 
27 Savannah State 7 
28 West Va . State 27 
22 Wi nston-Salem 21 
38 Monticello 6 
22 Texas Southern 17 
26 Livingston 20 
24 Tennesee State 21 
14 Southwestern, Tenn . 7 
23 Washington & Lee 7 
26 Virginia State 8 
17 N'icholls 16 
27 Arka nsas Tech 6 
21 Gardner-Webb 19 
33 Bridgewater 7 
22 Centre 16 
23 Delta state 14 
24 Howard 7 
35 Howard Payne 13 
22 Sui Ross 14 
48 Sam Houston 6 
29 Bishop .... 10 
20 McMurry 13 
28 Mississippi College 12 
31 Lenoir-Rhyne 7 
23 Middle Tennessee 17 
27 . Catawba 22 
Other Games-Far West 
Cal Lutheran 
Ca l Poly (S.L.O.) 




Eas-tern New Mexico 











San Francisco State 
Western Washington 
Whitworth 
30 San Diego U 7 
38 USIU 0 
24 Oregon Tech 6 
23 New Mexico H i'/ands 13 
37 Westmi nster 6 
24 Sa nta Clara 20 
28 Southern Colorad:) 13 
24 Pacific 8 
23 Willamette l~ 
25 Azusa 6 
22 Southern Utah 20 
25 Northern Arizona 17 
24 Boise State 23 
33 Sacramento 10 
23 Cal Poly (Pomona) 22 
26 Eastern Washington 6 
33 Whitman 6 
27 Puget Sound 12 
26 Humboldt 24 
19 Eastern Oregon 7 
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Converse 
Coeds 
It 's been a week since the 
volleyball Miners finished their 
season by defeating Evangel 
here, and the week has been a 
busy one as the team prepares 
for the Missouri State Tour-
nament, to be held here this 
Friday and Saturday. Game 
times for UMR are 6:30 and 7:30 
Friday night and on Saturday, 
8:30, 10:30, 2:00 and 5:30. For 
more information, check 'the 
article elsewhere in today's 
paper. With your support, the 
Miners just might have a few 
~. surprises in store for their 
visiting opponents. 
Unlike basketball, volleyball 
statistics ' rarely include in-
dividual achievements. 
Perhaps it is a bit late, but in 
light of this, I thought it ap-
propriate to recognize the ten 
women who have stuck with the 
7:00 a.m . practices and the 
returning home at midnight the 
night before a test: 
Doritha Field, freshman, 
Ferguson. Dotti has stepped 
into that all-important job of 
setter for the offense, and never 
wavers in her contagious en-
thusiasm. 
Debbie Gower, senior, 
Ferguson . Known for her 
"Gower Power," Debbie's hard 
spikes will be missed after her 
three years of outstanding play. 
Brenda Langkopf, senior, 
Washington . Brenda has moved 
from setter to spiker in her third 
year of play , and has proved to 
be quite capable as a front-row 
threat. 
Jackie Piliis, freshman, Des 
Peres. Jackie's best play is in 
the front row, and with a year's 
experience, her potential will be 
a real asset for the future . 
Paula Snyder, sophomore, 
Redbud, Ill. Stretching for 
. impressive blocks and spikes, 
Paula is always a quiet, 
dependable threat anywhere on 
the court. 
MISSOURI MlNER 
Jeanne Arcynski, freshman, 
Jennings . Jeanne has the ob-
vious advantage of 6' 1" of 
height, and has thrown some 
important blocks this year, as ' 
well as being a good spiker. 
Margaret Becher, 
Joy Stephens, freshman, West 
Plains. Perhaps the most im-
proved player on the team, 
Joy's determination has earned 
her some good spikes, and we 
should see three more years of 
good play from her. 
Mike Heitzman of Phi KaPINI Theta scores a goal In their game last week aplnst 
Kappa Alpha Phi Kap won the game by a score of 4-0. (photo by Staley) sophomore, CooLVaIley. This is 
Itty's second year on the team, 
and she is a, dependable back-
row bumper when ' ~e serves 
and spikes are coining hard and 
fast. 
These women all deserve 
congratulations for turning out 
UMR's best season to date with 
an overall record of 14-5. Coach 
Caruso's efforts have produced 
steady improvements for three 
years, and this year's squad can 
play power ~olleyball with the 
best of them. "Way to go, 
team." 
Intramural Standing 
Debbie Bene, sophomore, St. 
Louis. As ~-eaptain, Beanie's 
hustle to provide a good set for 
the spikers sets up a lot of big 
scores, both in points and 
morale. 
Joy Ewens, senior, 
Florissant. In her third year of 
play, this old-timer has been a 
team leader; as co-eaptain and 
spiker, Joy is a real mainstay 
on the team. 
Varsity basketball practice is 
into its second full week of early 
morning practice. The Miner 
fans will be treated to a horne 
game against Southwest Baptist 
on December 9, so get your 
























Soccer, Volleyball Action Begins 
Soccer , volleyball, table 
tennis, and billiards all started 
league play last week. The only 
results available for this weeks 
article were the soccer scores. 
The other results will be printed 
in next weeks paper . 
The brothers of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon are once again the 
intramural football champions 
as they beat Tau Kappa Epsilon 
by a wide margain in the final 
for the second year in a row. Sig 
Ep blew wide open what had 
been a close game by scoring 
two unanswered touchdowns 
midway through the second 
half. The score at half time was 
tied 14 to 14. Both teams came 
back to score a touchdown each 
at the beginning of the second 
half, but that was the end of the 
line for TKE. TKE's usually 
stingy defence was unable to 
BUSI"'FSS opror.~ ,-" . I~ y 
Stuff tnvelopes 
S25.00 PER HUNDRED 
Immediate Earnings 
Send S1.00 To: 
Envelopes Dept 339A 
310 Franklin Street 
Boston,Mass.02110 
stop Sig Ep's accurate aerial 
game. TKE was also hurt by a 
large number of penalties which 
enabled Sig Ep to keep them 
deep in their own territory 
throughout much of the second 
half. The final score was Sig Ep 
38, TKE 20. 
In League I it was TKE, last 
years soccer champions, 
demolishing Campus, 7-0. In 
another shutout it was Phi Kap 
over KA by the score of 4-0. And 
in the only other League game 
Triangle scored the the lone 
goal of their contest against 
G DI for their first victory. 
In League II action it was T J 
convinCingly beating La Chi by 
the score of 3-0. In another easy 
match it was Acacia over Beta 
Sig by the same 3-0 score. In a 
close game Sig Nu edged MRHA 
2-1. 
In a high scoring League III 
game it was Delta Sig outlasting 
Kappa Sig 3-0. Triangle shut out 
GDI 1-0 and it was PKA vic-
torious over Pi Kappa Theta . 
Powerful FLA got a running 
start on first place in League IV 
last week as they destroyed Sig 
Pi 11-1. Sig Tau blanked Wesley 
3-0 and Theta Xi came out or 
top of Delta Tau 2-1. 
Chemistry-Physics-Mathematics 
In the Peace Corps a large number of opportunities exist for math-
science gradua res with Bachelor's, Master's and Ph.D. Degrees and 
for graduates in othe r disciplines who ?la ve had heavy concenlrations 
in mathematics or the sciences. You might serve as teacher, con · 
sulfanl or researcher in business, industry, schools, colleges and 
other organizalions in 6S countries in Africa. Asia, Latin America, the 
Near East and the Pacific. Ask for Peace Corps to describe curren t 
opportunities for servicelage in the Peace Corps. Starting Date 1976 or 
1977 . 
November4· University Cenler 
November S· Placement Office 
(Sign up for inlerview in Place men I-NOW!) 
Chub & Jo/s Restaurant 
HOME COOKING! 
OPEN 
Mon.·Thurs. 5:30·8:00 Fri. till 9:00 
PhiKap 475 MRHR '205 
SigPi 372.5 Delta Tau 187 
LambdaCQj 345.5 A Phi A 186.5 
Triangle ,295 Wesley 177.5 
Acacia 289.5 Campus 170.5 
Theta Xi 286.5 PiKPhi 145 
GDI 273.5 aBS 133 
Focus '264 Mates 112 
DeltaSig :243 BSU 99.S 
AEP 214 Fela 9s 
Hook Auto Supply 
Big Discounts 
Auto Parts-Acccessories-Speed Equipment 
513 Hwy. 63 S. Rolla, Mo. 364-5252 
********~********************* *Free Lessons Da.ly Evening Classes * 
*Mon .. Sal. Wed . & Fri. 
* 10:00 a.m. 105:30 p.m. 7: 00 p.m . . 9:00 p.m.: 
: Calico Corner Ceramics * 
* 7th & Rolla 341·2442 # 
****************************** 
1000A Pine 
£ T Rolla, Mo. ~ V T 364-1058 
~ I 
LOUNGE 
ladies Admitted Free Thur:s. 
II Rock" lila \~e ·"'1I8l~ ~FEATURING "CROSSWIND" 
9:00-1 :00 Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 
~ G' ~(c,~~ Dancing ~o "1~ ~ OA~((' 
Open 6 Days -.-, 
2 p.m. Till 1:30 a.m. 
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State Volleyball Tournament Here 
This Weekend 
ROLLA, Mo. Nov. - The 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
Multi-Purpose Building is the 
site of this year's Missouri 
Small College State Volleyball 
Tournament, Nov . 5-6. This 
tournament brings together the 
seven best women's volleyball 
teams in the state. According to 
Miner Coach Annette Caruso, 
"This should be the most ex-
citing volleyball played all 
year ." 
The tournament is composed 
of the top two teams from the 
Northwest, Southwest and 
Northeast districts, along with 
the host school, UMR. Com-
petition in the two-day meet 
starts at 6 p.m. Friday, Nov. 5, 
and 8:30 a.m. Saturday. 
"The winner of this tour-
Rifle 
Results 
In the first rifle" match held at 
UMR this year, UMR defeated 
SMS on Saturday, 23 October 
1976 by a total team score of 
1922 to 1813. 
In the two team competitIon 
SMS's first team took the lead 
by a score of 1019 to 992, 
however, UMR was not to be 
denied as the second team 
stormed back to thrash SMS's 
. second team by a score of 930 to 
794. 
SMS Hawkins took high in-
dividual honors with a score of 
280. Pat McCann, UMR, placed 
second with the score of 272. 
Other UMR firers in the meet 
with their scores are as follows: 
UMR 
Pat MCann 272 
Mike May 252 
Chris McCann 246 
Mike Mertz 222 
David Oakes 259 
Gary Shrewsberry 241 
Mike Smith 230 
Ruth Francis 200 
Harriers 
Fall 
This past Saturday the UMR 
cross country team ran against 
Southwest Missouri here in a 
dual meeet. Originally, the 
meet was scheduled as a tri- . 
meet with St. Louis University 
as well as southwest, but their 
conference meet fell on the 
same day and therefore were 
unable to attend. The Bears, 
last year's national champions, 
defeated the Miners readily by 
the score of IS-SO, and they are 
also predicted to win the 
national meet once again this 
year a week from this Saturday 
in Springfield. 
The Miners wind up their 
season this Saturday when they 
travel to Springfield for the 
conference meet. The meet 
begins at 10:30 at the Horton 
Smith Golf Course, and all 
support will be appreciated. 
nament advances to the not going to be eliminated. The 
regional tournament at South only thing that counts is your 
Dakota State . The women's final record." 
volleyball tournament is set up 
like the men's basketball 
tounament." said Coach 
Caruso. "So you know, with 
rewards like these , we're going 
to see the best volleyball this 
area has ever seen." 
The tournament is not like a 
basic elimina tion tournament. 
"Each of the teams will play 
every other team one match. 
The team with the best won-lost 
record will be the state 
champion. In case there's a tie , 
the two teams will have a 
playoff match," ex-
plained Caruso . "This gives 
everybody the opportunity to 
play everyone else. And, if you' 
playa bad game and lose, you're 
Prospective tounament 
participants gives some idea of 
how exciting the play should be. 
Of three districts, there is a tie 
for second place in two of them. 
In the Northwest District 
Missouri Western took the title 
with William Jewell and Tarkio 
College tying for second. South-
west Baptist College won the 
Southwest District and the 
playoff match to determine the 
other participant is between 
Missouri Southern and School of 
the Ozarks. The Northeast 
District will be represented by 
Stephens College, William 
Woods and UMR. 
"This is not _goinlt to be 
r---------------I I Diehl I 
I Montgomery I 
I Ford Sales I 
I I I Rolla, Missouri I I (The Originator Of I 
I The Student Finance I I Plan In This Area.) I 
I This plan allows the students upon approved credits I 
I and job, to buy a new car wit
h nothing down and I 
payments of $25.00 per month until you are on the lob. 
I This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold I over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students I this way. See us for all the details. Also you can use I 
I your own insurance or ours. 
I 
FORD LINCOLN MERCURY I This allows the graduating students to have a new I I car before he graduates when he really needs it. "This I 
I is a special discount program for
 students. We will be I 
glad to quote you a price on a Ford or Mercury 
• product." I 
.. _--------------• ............................ ~ 
! ' VISTA i 
• Is now establishing programs throughout the Mid • 
• West. Volunteers are needed with backgrounds in • 
: socia I sciences, libera I arts humc;lnities, and numerous •• 
• other fields . 
• SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENTS AVAILABLE : 
: Recruiters will be at: University Center LObbY •• 
• November 4, and at Placement Office November 5. • 
: Seniors & grads sign up at Placement for an interview & pick up in- • 
• 
formalion packel. • 
















72 & Rolla Street 
Must Have Coupon L ___________________________ _ 
Thursday, November 4, 1976 
anything like back yard 
volleyball. Then again, it's not 
as good as you see in the 
Olympics. But, the quality of 
volleyball that will be played 
here will be ·the best in the 
state. It will be power volleyball 
at its finest," guaranteed Coach 
Caruso. "And hopefully, we'll 




525.00 PER HUNDRED 
Immediate Earnings 
Send 51.00 To: 
Envelopes Dept. 339A 
310 Franklin Street 
Boston, Mass. 02110 
CIVil ENGINEERS 
Most engineering assigments in the Peace Corps are 
for CIVIL ENGINEERS ... in fact, nearly 75 per cent of 
all PEACE CORPS ENGINNERS are involved in 
planning and constructing one or more of the 
following: 




Small bridges and 
access roads. 
Sewage and disposal plants 




PEACE CORPS VISTA recruiters have details about 
specific assignments for which YOU may qualify. 
November 4-University Center Lobby 
November 5-Placement Office 














Flight Training Center 
Rolla Downtown Airport 
Martin Spring Drive 
364-1140 
